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Dimensions:

 
Very Vanilla Note Card (measures 5" x 7", folded in half to make a 5" x 3-1/2" note card)

Fresh Fig:  2" x 2" (medallion mat)

Very Vanilla:  1-1/2" x 1-1/2" (greeting circle)

Eastern Palace Specialty Designer Series Paper (DSP):  3/4" x 3-1/2" (Tranquil Tide mosaic paper)

Gold Foil Sheets:  3" x 3"

Eastern Gold Vinyl Stickers:  (2) 3-1/2" scallop border stickers & (1) small sunburst sticker

 
Instructions:

 
Lay the largest, circular die from the Eastern Medallion Thinlits Dies onto the right side of the note card, and run it through the

Big Shot using the following sandwich. Starting from the bottom - Big Shot Platform with thin die adapter, Precision Base Plate,

open card, die, and Standard Cutting Plate. Lay the small circle die (that matches with the center of the medallion in the picture)

into the middle of the first die-cut, and run it through the Big Shot using the same sandwich.

Stamp the curve lines with dot in the center stamp from the Eastern Beauty Stamp Set around the outer part of inside section of

the medallion using the Fresh Fig Classic Stampin' Pad (see picture). Stamp the little heart-like stamp around the medallion

using the Dapper Denim Classic Stampin' Pad. The dot in the center of the Fresh Fig images should be inside the "heart".

Stamp the little "petal-like" trio stamp in-between each of the Dapper Denim images using the Tranquil Tide Classic Stampin'

Pad. Clean the stamp, and stamp the same stamp onto the outside of the medallion, where each pointed end is, using the

Lemon Lime Twist Classic Stampin' Pad.

Attach the DSP to the left side of the card (see picture). Attach a scallop border sticker from the Eastern Gold Vinyl Stickers onto

each side of the DSP. Attach a sunburst sticker onto the center of the medallion die-cut.

Attach the Gold Foil Sheet square onto the back of the medallion die-cut. Only put SNAIL Adhesive onto the front of the Gold

Foil sheet at each corner. Put SNAIL onto the back of the medallion center, too. Then attach. The Gold Foil should complete

Die-cut the smaller mosaic-like die from the Fresh Fig piece. Snip the little pieces of cardstock that are in-between each curvy

point to cut it completely out of the cardstock using Paper Snips. Stamp the "thank you" stamp onto the center of the small Very

Vanilla piece using the Dapper Denim Classic Stampin' Pad. Stamp the small, dotted circle stamp around the "thank you" using

the Lemon Lime Twist Classic Stampin' Pad. Die-cut it out using the smallest circle die from the Stitched Shapes Framelits Dies.

Attach the circle to the Fresh Fig piece, and then attach it to the bottom, left of the card using Stampin' Dimensionals.
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Eastern Palace Premier Bundle - 147207 
Price: $103.50
 

Dapper Denim Classic Stampin' Pad - 141394 
Price: $6.50
 

Gold Foil Sheets - 132622 
Price: $4.00
 

Big Shot - 143263 
Price: $110.00
 

Precision Base Plate - 139684 
Price: $25.00
 

Stitched Shapes Framelits Dies - 145372 
Price: $30.00
 

Paper Snips - 103579 
Price: $10.00
 

Snail Adhesive - 104332 
Price: $7.00
 

Stampin' Dimensionals - 104430 
Price: $4.00
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